
 

1. Create  
a Problem  

COVID-19 Roadmap 
The 12 Step Plan to Create a Totalitarian “New World Order” 

3. Impose   
Lockdowns 

2.  Provoke a  
     Terrified  
     Reaction 

4.  Exaggerate         
     “Cases” 

5. Mandate 
Face Masks 

6.  Impose  
     Contact Tracing 

7.  Impose Health  
     Passport  
     ID systems           

11. Compel RFID  
      Microchip 
      Implants 

◼ Take a flu-like illness with very common symptoms, that can be easily treated and a  
    99.97% recovery rate. Essentially a bad dose of seasonal flu, but like the regular flu can be 
    dangerous to people with weak immune systems or serious underlying health issues.  
    Call it COVID-19.  

◼ Use the mainstream media to provoke massive fear. Ensure daily reporting of any death of  
    someone “with” COVID as being a death “from” COVID. Report all “cases” even though 
    most people have no or mild symptoms. Bribe scientists with grants and doctors with bonus  
    payments for supporting testing and vaccinations.  

◼ Impose national and local lockdowns. Commence the “Great Reset” to transfer wealth and  
   power up to global corporations and the financial elite: (1) Destroy small businesses;  
   (2) Strengthen global corporations; (3) Cause a massive rise in State debt to international  
   financiers; (4) Push cashless payments. 

◼ Promote fear and to signal public compliance by mandating masks. In reality, cloth masks 
    are totally ineffective against any virus. Prolonged use of masks actually increases health 
    risks due to lack of oxygen, breathing in waste air and promoting fungal infections.  

◼ Use totally unreliable PCR tests to massively exaggerate the number of “cases” or so-called  
    “infections” among healthy people who have no symptoms and cannot spread any  
    infection.  

◼ Normalise surveillance. Get people to accept having all of their personal movements  
   and contact with people tracked, recorded and analysed.  

◼ Introduce “heath passport” apps for smartphones as a form of biometric identity card to  
    monitor and control people’s freedom of movement and ability to access education,  
    employment and all types of services. These will become a global digital identity system that 
    will compulsory to go anywhere.  

◼ 5G networks allow constant gathering of huge amounts of personal data from smartphones  
    and all internet connected devices. 5G massively increases the amount of high-frequency  
    microwave radiation that can reduce blood oxygen levels and trigger COVID-like  
    respiratory symptoms. 5G illnesses will be blamed on COVID to justify vaccinations.  

◼ Mandatory vaccination will generate massive profits for Big Pharma corporations who have  
    100% legal immunity for all injuries and deaths. Vaccines will erode natural immunity,  
    increase sterility rates and promote global depopulation. New DNA and RNA vaccines will  
    create genetically modified humans bioengineered for obedience, sterility and easy control. 

◼ Cash allows people to shop in privacy. With cash the State does not know what, where or  
    when you buy something. A cashless economy means a total loss of financial privacy as all  
    purchases can be constantly monitored and controlled. Access to digital finance can be  
    withdrawn from anyone who dissents from officially approved purchases, views or behaviour.  

◼ Move from Health Passport apps to “more convenient” digital implants and then to remote  
   controlled Radio Frequency Identity (RFID) implants that allow constant 24-7 monitoring of 
   your health, movements, contacts and digital payments. With these, all human privacy will  
   cease. Initially, these chips will be voluntary. Once normalised, they will become compulsory.  

8. Activate 5G  
Microwave  
Networks  

9. Impose 
Mandatory 
Vaccinations 

12. Arrive at the 
      Totalitarian  
       New World  
      Order 
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10.  Create Cashless  
       Economy 

◼ A depopulated, high-tech totalitarian world with genetically modified  
    humans, genetically modified for obedience, weakened natural immunity,  
    micro-chipped, permanently connected to the internet, monitored and  
    controlled 24-7 by artificial intelligence. Human beings will be reduced to  
    the level of “biological machines” living in a totalitarian prison. The real  
    goal of this so-called “Great Reset” is high-tech Fascism / Communism.  
    COVID is merely the excuse.  


